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Abstract
Radio Frequency (RF) sensing based on Commercial Off-

The-Shelf (COTS) Wi-Fi devices is recently a hot research
topic. However, the pursuit of higher sensing accuracy is
severely hampered by the limited spectrum and insufficient
number of antennas. In this paper, we release PicoScenes,
a sophisticated NIC control and CSI measurement tool that
overcomes the above limitations. PicoScenes comprises
a three-layered architecture, i.e. PicoScenes Driver, Plat-
form and Plug-in Development Kit (PSPDK). In the bot-
tom layer, we unlock the Ultra-wideband (UWB) access for
Atheros 9300 NIC (a.k.a QCA9300), and enable the multi-
NIC CSI measurement for both Intel 5300 (a.k.a IWL5300)
and QCA9300. In the middle layer, PicoScenes Platform
wraps all the low-level NIC controls, and provides a power-
ful and efficient runtime APIs for PSPDK. And in the upper
layer, we develop PSPDK-based plug-ins and achieve ms-
grade UWB spectrum sensing on a large-scale NIC array.

1 Introduction
RF-based sensing has insatiable demand for frequency

and spatial diversity, i.e. wider spectrum and more antennas.
However, on COTS Wi-Fi platform, the limited spectrum and
the lack of support for antenna array have obstructed the ef-
forts to improve the sensing accuracy.

In this paper, we release our solution to the above prob-
lems, PicoScenes, a sophisticated NIC array control and CSI
measurement system. Pursuing the goal of enabling UWB
array on COTS Wi-Fi platform, PicoScenes adopts a ver-
satile three-layered architecture namely PicoScenes Driver,
Platform, and PSPDK. They will be covered in detail in
the following sections. The highlight of PicoScenes are as
follows. First, we unlock the UWB spectrum access for
QCA9300. As exemplified by Figure 1, over GHz continual
spectrum is now accessible by the low-cost COTS Wi-Fi de-
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Figure 1. GHz spectrum accessible by Wi-Fi devices
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Figure 2. 81-antenna array controlled by PicoScenes
vices. Second, we unify the CSI measurement of QCA9300
and IWL5300 in the driver level, and enrich them with the
same data format. Third, we propose the integrated NIC ar-
ray control platform, PicoScenes. Figure 2 shows a large-
scale COTS Wi-Fi devices based sensing array managed by
PicoScenes. Fourth, we develop a PSPDK-based plug-in,
EchoProbe, and for the first time we enable ms-grade UWB
spectrum sensing using COTS Wi-Fi Devices. At last, we
will release PicoScenes system soon on our website [4],
including the supplementary MATLAB Toolbox and docu-
mentation.

2 PicoScenes Driver
Due to the page limit, in this section, we only cover sev-

eral key features of PicoScenes Driver.
UWB Access Unlocked on QCA9300: To support

2.4/5GHz dual-band, Wi-Fi NIC hardware can virtually ac-
cess much wider spectrum beyond the standard channeliza-
tion. For example, QCA9300’s carrier frequency synthe-
sizer ( fc synthesizer) supports over GHz spectrum in both
2.4G/5GHz bands[1]. However, these spectrum is inaccessi-
ble until we take the full control of fc synthesizer. IWL5300
adopts the full-MAC design, which means its driver module
only handles the high-level things, and has few control over
the hardware. On the contrary, QCA9300 adopts the soft-
MAC architect, that the driver module has the full control
over almost every aspect of the hardware. After thorough ex-
ploration, we successfully unlock the UWB spectrum access
for QCA9300 by taking the full control to its c f synthesizer.International Conference on Embedded Wireless 
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Table 1. The UWB Spectrum Supported by QCA9300
2.4GHz Band 5GHz Band

Spectrum Range(GHz) 2.2-3.05 4.4-6.1
Min. Resolution(Hz) 250 1000

Table 1 summarizes the spectrum supported by QCA9300.
Beside the total spectrum 2.5GHz , we see, in 5GHz band,
the continually available spectrum is up to the remarkable
1.7GHz wide, which is 8.5x wider than the 5.5-5.7GHz con-
tinual spectrum available in standard channels.

Unified Support for QCA9300 and IWL5300: both NICs
have unique features for CSI measurement that are irreplace-
able by the other. However, they have for long time been
kernel non-compatible, one with v4.1.10 and the other with
v4.2. The deprecated kernels and the tricky installation steps
have the researchers suffered a lot. We solve this issue once
and always. We unify and port the CSI data collection rou-
tine of each model into the same upstream kernel v4.15,
which is, to the date of publication, the official kernel version
adopted by Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. Besides the code migration,
the installation gets significantly simplified. Adopting the
DKMS technology[2], we can release PicoScenes Driver in
pre-built binary form, which is well-packaged in one single
.deb file. Users can install the driver by just double click.

Enriched Measurement Data Collection: According to
the past experience, the HW parameters of both Tx/Rx ends
are very helpful to CSI data analysis. However, the off-line
collection and alignment are labor intensive and sometimes
challenging. We eliminate this complication by adopting an
enriched CSI measurement log format, Rx Status (RxS), as
shown in Figure 3. In this data format, Rx ExtraInfo encap-
sulates the Rx-end parameters. If the packet is injected by a
PicoScenes-controlled NIC, Tx-end parameters will be fab-
ricated into the packet as the Tx ExtraInfo part. In this way,
the HW parameters of both ends are collected in a single Rx.

Multi-NIC Support: The existing CSI data collection
routines[3, 5] only support one Wi-Fi NIC per machine. It
forbids the NIC array measurement or timing-sensitive mea-
surement. We remove this limitation by refactoring the code
of RxS collection into a per-NIC mission. The RxS data of
each NIC is then exposed via the individual debugfs nodes.
To support large-scale NIC array, we carefully tune the tim-
ing of kernel threads and avoid the potential I/O congestion.

3 PicoScenes Platform
Compared to the accompanied user-space programs of

the existing system, PicoScenes goes much beyond a simple
CSI data logger. Embracing the versatility of the mission-
specific measurement tasks, PicoScenes adopts “Platform
+ Plug-ins” architecture, rather than one single monolithic
APP. Guided by this principle, PicoScenes Platform, pro-
vides a bunch of clean yet powerful APIs, such as fabricating
and injecting HT-format packets, receiving RxS data from
NIC array, manipulating NIC Tx/Rx parameters, on-line CSI
data processing, and even UDP-based RxS data streaming
to support CSI live plot. High performance is the other con-
cern. Written in C++17 and built upon asynchronous I/O and
multithreading technologies, PicoScenes Platform achieves
1.5K/4K Pkts/sec Tx/Rx rate on a dual-core 2.4GHz laptop.

Rx ExtraInfo CSI Data Packet Content

VersionLength MAC 
Address fc

<latexit sha1_base64="l5I6Tm2/zQ5n25oJT+WVoPczOA4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C7yPKmPCmSo1u19qKNp241him74=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C7yPKmPCmSo1u19qKNp241him74=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3kf3tWL311tT/28qAtws1TP9dfI=">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</latexit>
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Figure 3. RxS Packet Structure

4 PicoScenes Plug-In Subsystem (PSPDK)
The APIs provided by PicoScenes are wrapped and fur-

ther exposed in the pre-defined plug-in library form. We
call it PicoScenes Plug-in Development Kit (PSPDK). With
PSPDK, the development of the mission specific CSI mea-
surement logic is significantly simplified. To fully demon-
strate the capability of PSPDK, we release EchoProbe, a
PSPDK plug-in designed to perform round-trip CSI mea-
surement for UWB spectrum. Two Wi-Fi NICs, named ini-
tiator and responder, are required to perform UWB spectrum
CSI measurement. By injecting (from initiator) and reply-
ing (from responder) EchoProbe Request packet in 802.11n
HT format, CSI is measured at both ends with merely ms
level delay. Besides the basic round-trip measurement, the
initiator orchestrates the fc swiping and protocol control.
Thanks to PSPDK, the core logic of initiator and responder
are coded in just 90 and 40 lines, respectively.
5 Opensource & License

The PicoScenes system is overall an open-sourced project
except PicoScenes Platform. PicoScenes Driver inherits the
upstream licenses and is already opensourced. To encourage
the community to develop, to share and to opensource their
own mission-specific PSPDK plug-ins, we license PSPDK
with GPLv3, which means all of the PSPDK-based plug-
ins and their derived variants, such as EchoProbe, should be
opensourced. We believe this license strategy will promote
and benefit the whole community.
6 Conclusions

In this paper, we release PicoScenes, a powerful CSI mea-
surement system that overcomes several critical difficulties
that obstruct the RF-based smart sensing on COTS platform
for long time. It features ms-grade round-trip CSI measure-
ment for UWB spectrum, multi-NIC CSI data collection and
the unified data format for both IWL5300 and QCA9300
NICs. Besides the above features, the open-sourced plug-in
interface (PSPDK) significant ease the pain of implement-
ing more specific CSI measurement protocol. We hope the
whole community could be benefited from PicoScenes and
the future PSPDK contributors.
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Setup of the Demo
Hardware Used

Two or three our customized laptops.

Space Needed
An area with six square meters at least.

Special Equipments
No need for special equipments.
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